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Private schools may benefit from public funds
by Nathalie Weber
S.U. students will be among the major benefactors of
increased state financial aid if HJR 19 gains voter approval.
The HJR 19 question: Shall the Washington State
Constitution be amended to provide as much assistance for
private school students as is allowed by the Federal Con-

"All's we're really trying to do Is bring our State Constitution
kicking and screaming into the tolerance of the 20th century."

stitution?

The answer will be determined by the voterson November

4.

Three sections of the Washington State Constitution are
more restrictive in providing assistance to students of private
schools than is the Federal Constitution.

ACCORDING TO Roger VanDyken, executive director
of citizens for HJR 19, the most blatantly restrictive of the
three sections is Article 9, Section 4.
"Article 9, Section 4 says that any schools supported
wholly or in part by the public funds shall be forever free from
sectarian control," VanDyken explained.
The Washington State Constitution was drafted in 1889
during a period of heavy Catholic immigration in
Washington's predominantly Protestant culture. There were
definite elements in the American culture at that time that
reacted negatively to the Catholic immigration and this
influenced the Washington State Constitution, VanDyken
said.
"ALL WE'RE REALLY trying to do is bring our State
Constitution kicking and screaming into the tolerance of the
20th century," VanDyken said. "It really shouldn't be that big
of a deal because it doesn't pass any programs per se, it just
gives us the freedom to consider it like the rest of the states have
and like we were granted under the United States Constitution."
If HJR 19 passes there is no guarantee of increased
financial assistance, but private schools will gain the right to be
considered for that assistance by the Washington State
government.
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Provost Sullivan outlines job
by John Sutherland
Fr. William J. Sullivan, S.J.,

and his newly created post as
provost are new additions to

S.U.s administrative staff.
His new position isdue tostaff
reorganization plans made by
Fr. Edmund Ryan, S.U.s president.
Fr. Sullivan, 44, former dean
of the School of Divinity at St.
Louis University,sees three basic
responsibilities.
ONE

IS coordination

Constitution.
The major group opposing HJR 19 is the Americans
United for the Separation of Church and State, formerly
Protestants and Other Americans United for Separation of

Church and State.

AMERICANS UNITED argue that HJR 19 will raise

taxes, destroy religious liberties, weaken the public schools and

threaten private school independence.
(continued on page 2)

analysis
Minority Affairs
needs diverse staff
by Camille Monzon
Greetings to all new and
returning S.U. students. This
is your friendly minority beat
reporter bringing you the
latest in smack and jive concerningpeople ofcolor onour
quaint campus.
To kick-off the academic
year, David Thomas, director
of the Office of Minority Student Affairs, has found
himself embroiled in a controversy created by his appointment of a black, Gwendolyn Davis, as assistant
director of Minority Affairs.

THE vacancy was created
by Robert Flor, who resigned
from the post to begin work
on his Ph. D. studies at the

of

academic and student activities
toward the single goal of the
educational development of the
student. As an example he cited
the establishment of a task force
to study the systemof counseling
and advising at S.U. "Some of
the activity takes place in the
academic area and some takes
place in the student area, thus a
need for coordination," he explained.
Secondly, Fr. Sullivan will
have the responsibility of "long
rangeplanning for the Univeristy
and the development of what is
called the University's master
plan, so that we can set down
what our goals are and how each
unit of the University fits into
those goals," he said.

HJR 19, if approved by the voters, will make students in
private colleges eligible for low-interest tuition loans and
grants similar to the G.I. Bill which would be provided by the
State.
The amendment will also enable elementary and secondary private schools to receive free bus transportation, loan of
textbooks andlimited public services,all of which are available
to public schools at this time.
ASKED WHY 1975 was chosen to introduce the amendment after 86 years, VanDyken said that conflicts dealing with
aid to private school students within the State finally came to a
head.
"Over the past four years we've had some good programs
that passed the legislature to help students—all studentsregardless of the schools that they attended," Van Dyken said.
"But the State Supreme Court was consistently knocking them
down on the basis of the State Constitution even though they
were all right under the Federal Constitution."
As a result, VanDyken continued, the only way to receive
state aid for private school students is to change the State

Fr. William J. Sullivan
provost

Fr. Sullivan studied Protestant
theology in Germanyfrom 196264. From 1964-67 he studied for
his Ph. D. in religious studies at
Yale University. Following that
he taught in the theologydepartment at marquette University for
four years. Fr. Sullivan was
Dean ofthe Schoolof Divinity at
St. Louis for four years.
This past August Fr.Sullivan
was the only Northwest
representative to the Moscow
THERE ARE two reasons conference of the Internaitonal
why Fr. Sullivan came to S.U. Association of Universities.
THIRDLY, the provost will "One, for what Iknew about
have the job of "encouraging, Seattle U. as being a very pracTHE RUSSIAN government
supporting and if necessary, in- tical, realistic school.The second used every opportunity to talk
citing program development," for what I knew about Fr. about the size and acFr. Sullivan commented. He Ryan." Fr. Sullivan regards Fr. complishments of the Soviet
added that over the past three- Ryan as one of the outstanding educational system, he said. Infour years there have been some educational administrators in teresting to S.U.students should
fine programs,but it will be the the U.S.
be the fact that Russionstudents
responsibility of his office to
Fr. Sullivanis a midwesterner, pay no tuition and a large
born in Prairie Dv Chien, Wis. percentage receive full subsidies.
encourage, support and coorHe received his B.A. in The students can't choose their
dinate them.
Fr. Sullivan sees certain philosophy from St. Louis Un- own course study but are placed
challenges. "To continue and iversity. He did his theological according to the occupational
make even stronger the tradition studies in France from 1958-62. needs of the country.
that Seattle University has of
practical educational programs
and community involved education," he said. Another challenge
for him was developing a master
plan both realistic and yet witha
real .guideline. A date for a
finalized master plan would be
indefinite, he said. "It will be a
long and difficult task and it's
going to take a good while to
plan."

University of Oregon. Flor,of
Asian descent, reportedly
spoke with Thomas regarding
the delicacy required in hiring
the right ethnic person for his
former position.
It is a fact that Asian and
Native American studentsand
their leaders are incensed by
Davis' appointment. They
believe Thomas was unfeeling
and insensitive in addressing
the needs ofnonblack minority students. AlthoughDavis is
a highly qualified and competent administrator, they feel
the position should havebeen
given to a person of another
ethnic background.
As of press time, the racial
is:
breakdown
— of the office
assistant
director black;
—
director black;— administrative assistant — black;
white;
reading
specialist
—
chief counselor vacant.

plans toplace an Asianin this
position to placate nonblack
students and they view this as
an easy way out for Thomas.
Both Asian and Native
American leaders have advised their people to boycott
the office in protest of the
Davis appointment. Leaders
say they will continue to discourage students from working as counselors or tutors and
other students from patronizing the facilities offered by the
office until further notice.
It isindeed distressing when
Third World people have dissension and turmoil within
the ranks. It is even worse
when such an incident brings
unsavory publicity to this institution through the press
and electronic medias.
David Thomas has to take
his licks as anyone in a postition of authority must do on
occasion. But one does
wonder if this conflict might
have been prevented had
Thomas used more prudence
and discretion in his. judgment. Had he listened to the
recommendations ofthe selection committee that reviewed
applicants for the assistant
director's position, he might
not be on the hot seat now.

FR. EDMUND G. Ryan,
S.U. president, stated to
various reporters that he had
planned eventually to do away
with the minority affairs office
in early 1976. He said he had
this in mind prior to the
current dispute. It is alleged
Fr. Ryan would like to incorporate counseling, tutorial
services and financial aid
THE CHIEF counselor- assistance for minority
position was held by Doris students within other existing
Hill, a black, until recently. departments of the university
Students are speculating that structure.
Thomas purposelyplaced Hill
At this juncture, that
in a position where she would doesn't appear to be a bad
be forced to resign thereby
idea for certainly the Office of
making an opening in the Minority Student Affairs has
chief counselor's slot. The little diversity in its racial
students feel that Thomas composition.
S.J.,

Baby, you're going

Editorials
Welcome to the first day offall quarter, 1975-76 academic
year. Great to be back.
The Spectator is assuminga new identity this year: We will
be publishing a larger newspaper once a week,a deviation from
the previous twice-weekly, four-page publication. It is our
hope that the new publication frequency will allow more solid
space, resulting in a more-thorough newspaper.
Now here's the important part, so keep reading. Below is
the official editorial policy for the year, the more people who
know it, the less problems encountered.

Busing causes controversy
by Joe Guppy
It's back-to-school time and
cities throughout the nation are
struggling to implement courtordered school desegregation
orders. Violence broke out
earlier this month in Boston and
Louisville over busing programs
and attendence is still lagging.
Seattle's desegregation program includes no massive busing
programs, but white students
within the Garfield High School
area were ordered to attend Garfield this year.About 250 student
transfers to schools outside the
area were revoked.

DEADLINESfor all stories,newsbriefs,ads and photos is
4 p.m. Tuesday before the Thursday the information is to be
published. Material receivedafter deadline willbe held over for
THE PROGRAM has
the following issue.
in much controversy.
resulted
Letters to the editor must be signedandshould not exceed
The parents of 25 white
250 words. We reserve the right to edit for length or profanity students have filed suits against
and to withhold letters.
the school district, charging that
Submission of information to The Spectator is not an the notices to return to Garfield
were mailed out too late.
automatic guarantee of publication. News judgment is an Superior
Court Judge David C.
editorial staff function.
Hunter agreed. Hunter ruled
Photographs submitted must be black and white film, 35 that those 25 could
mm camera. Promotional photographs are not acceptable.
remain at the schools they had
We invite any story ideas, newstips, leaks or potential been attending until their
appeals were fully investigated.
reporters to the newsroom, third floor, McCusker.
— Nathalie weber One parent filed a court suit
stating that desegregation should
Ithink I'mbeginning to get a slight idea of what Northern have taken place years ago and
Ireland must be like. Last week, my neighborhood Safeway that his child should not have to
face this present controversy.
store on Capitol Hill was attacked twice by terrorist bombs.
ROSCOE Bass is Garfield's
In the first attack, the bomber blew himself apart. The
principal,
a black man in the
blast,
second
which went off near a checkout counter, injured middle of the
controversy. Last
persons.
about seven
week, the Spectator interviewed
If Ihad taken five or ten minutes more before leaving the Bass, and Steve Wilson, Garstore that night, Icould have been one of those seven. A man field's white vice-principal, conthree or four places behind me in line at that checkout counter cerning the desegregation
program.
was one of the injured.
"I'm going to predict that we
The editor of this newspaper and one of our staff writers get fewer than fifty per cent of
was with me. The mother of a friend of mine wasinthe storeat them," Bass said concerning the
the same time. One of my relative's friends witnessed the
explosion.
THE growing terrorism that Ihave been reading the past
few years suddenly seems very close.
An anonymous caller, who phoned KING-TV just a bit
too late to allow for evacuation,said the bomb was set by the
"George Jackson Brigade" in retaliation for the arrest earlier
that day of Patty Hearst and William and Emily Harris,
members of the terrorist Symbionese Liberation Army
What astounds and frightens me even more than the
terrorism itself is the amount of popular support such
organizations and activities are getting.
Bill Walton, center for the Portland Trail Blazers basketball team, who has some fine things to say about food, drugs,
athletics and other subjects, refused to cooperate with the FBI
in the search for suspect Hearst.

whites ordered to Garfield. He similar to Boston and Louisville.
does not feel that the opponents
of the program have legitimate
"FORD talks about assigning
arguments.
pupils to the closest schools and
"Ihave read these letters from they talk about creating a
people whoare supposed to beso magnet school. Now here the
broad-minded. They've paraded, district has made an effort to do
they've marched, they've ex- all these things and people are
pounded their views on the still coming up with these exdesegregation of schools and in- cuses.
tegrated society but when the
"The district is just going to
time comes to participate in that have to change attendance lines.

"Don't you find that most whites
stereotype blacks as niggers?"
society, they come up with all
kinds of excuses."
Basssaid he was tired ofdefending the school's academic quality.

"WE NOW have the same
teachers here that were at
predominantly white schools
where the parents said they
wanteda quality education. And
now that those teachers are here,
people are coming up with
more fictional reasons for why
they can't send their children,"
Bass said.
Wilson added, "One thing that
bugs us is that all the Supreme
Court decisions and the Congress decisions state:
'Desegregate so that quality
education can be maintained.'
That's not the point. We could
have quality education here if we
had 100 per cent black."
Bass forsees increased federal
demands for integration and a
busing program in Seattle,

Private schools
(Continued from Page I)

...

The supporters of HJR 19, however, contend that the
amendment only allows considerationof aid to private schools
but does not guarantee aid or higher taxes. Furthermore,
VanDyken said, studies have shown that if all allowable
programs were initiated to their maximum in the private
schools, the total cost would be approximately one-half of one
per cent of what is spent on public education.
In the 34 states that presently provide assistance to college
students there is no evidence of destroyingreligious liberties,
weakening the public schools and threatening private school

independence, VanDyken said.

ONE OF the major concerns is that in the long run, HJR
19 will result in government control over private schools.
VanDyken explained that the possibility of government
control is almost nonexistent because the assistance goes
directly to the student, not through the school itself.
"It saves red tape and if no money goes to the school, no
strings are attached," VanDyken said.

A WOMAN was quoted on a local radio interview as
saying she was sorry Hearst was captured because "I always
thought Patty Hearst was sort of a folk hero." She added that
she thought it was "depressing" that the police and the FBI
could track someone down so easily.
Later in the day, while reading a wire story on the Hearst
DUE TO THE rising cost of private education, governcapture, a local d.j.gave the definite impression thatshe at least
ment assistance to private schools may actually help keep the
supported Hearst. A friend of mine says he likes Patty because
education system more independent. VanDyken explained
she's an "underdog."
without financial assistance,many students cannot afford
Idon't like a lot of things the FBI does and clearly that that
private
education so more students are forced to attend
organizationcontributes a lot to the police-state paranoia that
government-controlled public schools.
one occasionally feels when reading the paper.
Private schools are bendingunder the pressure on finances
and if they break, the only education willbe through the pubfic
BUT THAT doesn't mean that everyone the FBIarrests is schools, VanDyken
said. Not only will education be governa "folk hero." According to some of the statements attributed
ment-controlled but taxes will increase as well to cover
to Hearst, it seems she would support the activities of our
costs of students that previously attended private
education
local bombers.
schools.
Neither do Icare much for some of Safeway's policies.
The HJR 19 campaign, under the direction of Citizens for
They have not fulfilled their moral obligation to use their HJR,
will be taking full swing within the next few weeks,
corporate power to alleviate the deplorable conditions of the
to
The big push until the beginning of
according
migrant farmers in California. But indiscriminately October, will schedule.
be
to get unregistered voters to register arid
blowing up a few Capitol Hill residents does no good at all. At undecided voters to vote for
HJR 19.
worst it sets off a reactionary support of Safeway and the FBI.
IT IS ironic that the majority of those injured by the'
bombing set off by the "George Jackson Brigade" were
minority persons.
Ifind it hard to accept that members of my own youth
culture are giving rhetorical support to activities that resulted
in the injuring of some of my neighbors Thursday night.
Mahatma Ghandi and Martin Luther King showed that
social change can be accomplished withoutviolence. But that is
often too much work. It is always simpler, and a lot more fun,
to riot, bomb, and assassinate.
bill smith
Page Two/ Thursday, September 25,
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"WE WANT to contact every voter in the state,"
VanDyken said. "We are appealing to the voter's sense of
justice and fairness, the confidence the people have in the
United States Constitution,and the fact that there's monetary
gains to be had by HJR 19 because private education saves
millions of tax dollars for the citizens of Washington every
year. It's in the best interest of the taxpayersto keep private

education healthy."

In the last professional research survey taken on voter
attitude during the first week of August, 55 per cent of the
voters polled were in favor of HJR 19.

pair off the schools and say
'baby, you'regoing.' And 1 think
it's going to create a lot of
hostilities in both groups," Bass
said.
"Don't tell me about busing.
People aren't against busing.
They just don't want their
children associating with blacks.
They'll bus to Ingraham and
Kennedyto avoid going here."
The white's fear of Garfield
peaked from 1968-1972 when
there were disturbances all over
the nation, Bass said.
WILSON cited numerous examples of students whohad gone
to Garfield during that period
without any incidents.
He explained the reason for
continued white fear. "Don't you
find that most whites stereotype
blacks as niggers? That's why
whites always think about and
exaggerate the violence up here.
It's the stereotyping," he said.
There have been no serious
disturbances at the school for a
couple of years, Wilson added.
Bass is hopeful about the
program and thinks that those
who are obeying the order are
having a good experience.
"IT WILL be a success
because the students that do
come here will tell their friends
what it was like."
Bass concluded by saying that
society has to start getting
together and that human beings
can direct their future.

Spectrum
TODAY
Spectator: 1 p.m. meeting on
third floor McCusker. All new
students are welcome.

TUESDAY
Aegis: 2 p.m. meeting, McCusker 200. New students are
welcome.
A Phi O's: 6:30 meeting in the
Alumni House basement. New
students welcome.

OFFICIAL NOTICE
Those eligible voters who
are not registered must do so
by Oct. 3 for the Nov. 4
elections. Students from outof-state may register in
Washington without losing
their stateresidency.Registration may be made next week
at the Registrar's office, second floor, Pigott.

Who's who, who's new at Seattle University
To acquaint new students, and students who never knew,
with the S.U. family, The Spectator presents a look at who's
who on campus.
These people run the show but the show wouldn't go on
without the help of hundreds of students, faculty, staff and
administration whose pictures wouldn't fit on this page. These
are the faces that belong to the names most often in the news.

assu-aws
The Associated Students of

S.U. (ASSU) officers organize

student activities and control
funding for extracurricular activities. Officers are elected for
one-year termss and are assisted
directly by the student-elected
senateand the appointedjudicial
board.
Heading the ASSU for the
year is Jim Walker, president;
Bob Casey, first vice president;
Dan Covello, second vice president; and Joe Rockwell,

publications

treasurer.

Three major on-campus student publications are Aegis, the
yearbook; Fragments, the
literary magazine;and The Spectator, the newspaper.
The Aegis, edited by Connie

Carlton,

covers student clubs
and activities, administration
and faculty. To include spring
quarter activities this year's
Aegis will be printed during
summer and distributed at the
beginning of next fall quarter.
Aegis offices are on second floor
McCusker.

Connie Carlton

Aegis editor

Fragments, published at the
beginning of winter quarter,
features student literary talent as
well as professional works. The
editor will be announced next
month. Fragments office is on
second floor , Marian.
The Spectator, edited by
Nathalie Weber, from the third
floor of McCusker, innovates a
Thursday publication this year.
To offer its readers more bulk
space for a meatier paper. The
Spectator will be published once
a week rather than the previous
twice-weekly publication.

Jim Walker
ASSU president

Bob Casey
Ist vice president

Maureen Fayen
AWS president

Dan Covello
2nd vice president

Serving the coed group of the
University is the Associated
Women Students (A.W.S.).
Led by Maureen Fayen, coordinating chairperson, the
A.W.S. represents the largest
organized club on campus.

Joe Rockwell
treasurer

Nathalie Weber
Spectator editor

administration
livan alsobegins his first year as a
S.U. administrator.
Fr.Jack Lawlor,S.J..assumes
oversees the entire operation of the job of executive vice president; Dr. William Guppy is
the University.
At his first year on the job, Fr. academic vice president and Fr.
Edmund G. Ryan, S.J., servesas Mick Iaikin. S.J., is vice presiUniversity president. He will be dent for students.
inaugurated into the post OcDave Thomas directs minority
tober 16.
activities as director of Minority
Working directly under Fr. Affairs and Donna Vaudrin does.
Ryan is Fr. William J. Sullivan, the same for campus coeds as
S.J., University provost.Fr.Sul- dean for women.
There are some new faces in
new places in the administrative
staff of S.U. The administration

William J.Sullivan
provost

John Lawlor, S.J.
executive vice president

I"!«■■■■■
■■■■■VP
William Guppy
academic vice president

Mick l.arkin, S.J.
vice president for students

Edmund G. Ryan, S.J.
S.U. president

Dave Thomas

director of minority affairs

Donna Vaudrin
dean for women
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I Lawlor acts as administative buffer
by Jim Rice

adminstro

new

Fr. John Lawlor, S.J.
executive vice president

In touch with community

Behan sets goals, ideals for P.R. office
by Tim Brown

The new Director of Public
Relations is George Behan, the
youngest member of the administration staff at 21
Behan graduated from
Georgetown University in May
of last year, with a B.A. in
English and government. At
Georgetown, Behan was an
editor and investigative reporter
for the campus newspaper. He
also has written for a prominent
Chicago news columnist and
worked for Reuter, a British new

.

agency during 1974.
As a member of the Athletic
Advisory Board, and in other

activities under Fr. Edmund
Ryan, Behan became a good
friend of the new S.U. president,
then a vice president at
Georgetown. When Father Ryan
came to Seattle last spring, he
asked Behan if he would like to
come with him and work in his
office.
A SHORT time after he began
working for Fr. Ryan this
summer, the position of Director
of Public Relations opened and
Behan applied for the job. A
screening committee consisting
of Father Ryan. Patrick Pheasant, and Fr. John Lawlor
received 47 applications, of
which five were personally interviewed. Each applicant wasrated
on an excellence scale of 1 to 5,
with Behan the unanimous
choice, receiving top ratings
from all.
As director of Public
Relations for a University with a
completely new administration,
Behan's job is important in
preparing and implementing the
new goals and ideals ofS.U. and
in properly portraying the University to the public.
The most important thing to
accomplish now in public
relations

is

a change

in

the

pyschological approach now
taken toward the University,
Behan said. "We simply can't
exist as a university in 1975
within the confines of a few city
blocks," he added. S.U.needs to
become more of a community
institution, a place where the
community can come to do its
thinking.
THE University is now pursuing a number of ways to help
make this goal a reality. Behan
suggested inviting experts and

officials and holding a seminar,
as was done a few weeks ago
when John A. Hill, Deputy Administrator of the Federal
Energy Administration,spoke to
a luncheon sponsored by Father
Ryan. This event drew wide support, with approximately 80
local officials and businessmen
in energy-related fields attending.
An effort to provide the media

with access to S.U. faculty
members for comment or discussion is planned. Presently, if the
media desires to speak with an
expert on a particular subject, it
calls the University of
Washington and speaks with a
faculty member there. Behan
said that he had been told that it
was because the University of
Washington provides the media
with access to its faculty.
Behan now is workingwith Fr.
Ryan on films and public
appearances which will give the
George Behan
University more press exposure.
director of public relations
— photo by terry games
KIRO-TV alreadyhasshotsome
short film clips of Father Ryan Russian government.Behan said
discussing problemsin education further that "we intend to go the media be provided with the
today.
after federal money aggressive- newsletter, in keeping with the
ly."
policy of remainingopen to the
his
office
BEHAN believes
University.
should constantly be in touch
job
of
his
When asked about the role of
the
comthe
bulk
Although
and
with businesses
munity."We are more than just a involves publicity outside the The Spectatorin communicating
press release office," Behan said. University, Behan stresses the with the public and the Universithat The Spec"We need to go out and actively need for good internal com- ty, Behan said
good reflection
be
a
tator
should
develop public relations munications within the Universiat S.U. "The
progress
the
plans
also
to
has
not
of
which
been
something
sources." Behan
ty,
important
most
is
the
Spectator
keep track of outside emphasizedtoo much in the past.
communication
for
developmentsand keep the presiWithout criticizing the ex- vehicle of campus." Although
on
students
potenstaff,
hopes
Behan
to work
isting
dent informed of matters
in freedom of the
tially of use to the University.
within present frameworks for a firm believer pointed
out that
Behan
press,
One of the benefits of in- internal communication to evencreasing community awareness tually develop a good campus The Spectator also has a responof S.U. is that it canconvince the newsletter. He also suggests that siblity."
community that we offer a
viable though differentapproach to education. "When 1
first came to Seattle, Iassumed
that the 'U. district' meant the
THOUSANDS ON FILE
area around S.U. In a sense we
Send for your up-to-date, 160-page, mail order catalogof
are dominated by the presence of
5,500 topics. Enclose $1.00 to cover postageand handling.
a large university, and we
we
Although
can't
shouldn't be.
RESEARCH
COLLEGIATE
change geographical names, we
1720PONTIUS AYE., SUITE 201
attitudes,"
he
said.
change
can
LOS ANGELES, CAL1F. 90025

RESEARCH PAPERS

HIS JOB concerns more than
just local matters. The perspec-

tive is changing to a national
perspective, he said. Recently,
Fr. Ryan has traveled to India,
Arabia, and Alaska, while Fr.
Sullivan has been a guest of the

Name
Address
City

State

—
.

.— — — —

_

———

■

Zip

Students return from Argentina, go to Europe
Five years ago former foreign
languages chairman Fr. Robert
Saenz, S.J., was shaving before
morning classes when he hit
upon an idea that today haslarge
influence at S.U.
The foreign languages study
abroad programs are the result
of that idea.
Last weekend more than 30
S.U. students jetted to Graz,
Austria, and Grenoble, France,
to begin nine months of life
abroad.
THEIR MAIN objective is to
grasp the languageand culture of
their respective countries, according to Clarence Abello,
foreign language professor.
The S.U. study abroad
programs are unique, said
Abello, in that the students are
transported and taughtas aclass.
Other universities send students
abroad to participate in foreign
university classes but do not
direct classes themselves,hesaid.
"University education in foreign countries is an entirely
different concept," Abello continued. "There is no such thing as
a campus; that's only in the
United States. In other countries
the university is spread across the
city."
BECAUSE there are nocampus dorms, the S.U. foreign
languages students live in rented
hotels or homes.
Spanish-in-Argentina
The
students live in a hotel, the
French-in-France in homes built
for young French office and factory workers, and the Germanin-Austria in a dorm built by the
Austrian government.
Students attend classes for
three hours a day. The rest is free
time for "studying or loafing,"
said Abello. Efforts are made to
acclimate students through introductions to the country's
schools, clubs and people.

STUDENTS say final farewells before jetting to Europe.

TICKETS ARE checked and the plane is boarded for New
York, then off to France or Austria.
ABELLO directed the
Spanish-in-Argentina program
that arrived back in Seattle this
month following three quarters
in South America.
The program, introduced last
year, went very well,Abello said.
He anticipates an even better
response to the program this

is that the cost of living is much
cheaper than Europe or the United States. Many students had
money to spare, said Abello.
Speaking of the study abroad

programs in general, Abello said
that a fluent command of any
language other than English is
advantageous in finding a job.

year.
ONE OF Spanish-inArgentina's advantages over the
other foreign languageprograms

Student jobs available
The placement office, housed in the alumni house
year
last
is sporting a new face and location this year.Its
new name is the Office of Career Planning and Placement
and the new location will be Bellarmine Hall 113, 115 in

mid-October.

Marion Corbett has been added to director Susan
Hunter's staff. With an expanded staff, the office will
work on new projects.
A professional job-finding workship, SWEEP
(Statewide Effective Employment Program) will be
conducted on campus onceeach quarter, aimed primarily
at assisting S.U. graduates.
The office will also offer small group instruction
sessions dealing with job-seeking skills, interview techniques and resume-writing. Another possibility is the
establishment ofa personalplacement file by the student.
The office also will be the new central clearing house for
data on students placed through the different
departments on campus.
Immediate plans call for a registration drive for
members of the graduating class of 1975-76. Contact the
Office of Career Planning and Placement at 626-5875
until mid-October.
** * *
The following companies will be on campus to
interview students through the Office of Career Planning
and Placement in October:
management trainee
Oct. 6— Simmons Co
sales rep.
Oct. 7 —Procter and Gamble
Oct. 9 louche Ross Co.acctg. tax and mgmt. consultants
Oct. 15- Burroughs Wellcome
medical sales rep.
Oct. 15-16 -Navy (Chieftain)
engineers
Oct. 21—ITT Rayonier Inc
Corp
engineers
Bechtel
Oct. 23—Ernst and Ernst
staff accountants
staff accounts
Oct. 30—Haskins and Sells
U.S. General Ace. Off
management auditor
Marines
Oct. 31—Moss Adams
Marines (Chieftain)

.

'

Clarence Abello

study abroad program, Abello

The student participating in the
study abroad program earns
45
foreign language credits — more
than enoughcredits for a minor.
The program is open to
students of any major. Some
majors outside of foreign
languages can still be completed
in four years with one year in a

said.
"If a student is interested in
language it is amarvelous opportunity," Abello said.
—
Consider what
would have
— happened
or have not
if Fr.
Saenz had forgotten to shave
that morning five years ago.

No minority conflict, says Ryan
Fr. Edmund G. Ryan, S.J.,
S.U. president-designate, voiced
little concern over the appointment of a black, Gwendolyn
Davis, as assistant director of
Minority Student Affairs. Davis
replaced Robert Flor, an Asian
minority.
The appointment has caused a
conflict within the Minority Affairs office, according the The
Seattle Times. The core of the
controversy focuses on David
Thomas, director of Minority
Affairs, who is ultimately
responsible for the appointment
of Davis.
C ONTROVERSY arose when
Thomas appointed a black to a
traditionally Asian post in the
Minority Affairs Office. The two
highest administrative jobsin the
office are now occupied by
blacks. However, the University
is bound by law not to designate
ethnic backgrounds for specific
jobs, Fr. Ryan said.
Asked if anything was being
done to remedy the situation in
the Minority Affairs Office, Fr.
Ryan said that he didn't think
there was a situation to remedy.
"Did Bob Flor resign because
of David Thomas? No, He
resigned because he wanted to
get his doctorate," Fr. Ryansaid.
"The other thing you should
know is that Bob Flor was on the
search committee for his replace-

FR. RYAN did say, however,
thattheultimate decision on who
would replace Flor wasmade by
Thomas.
As for the minority student
boycott, Fr. Ryan said he was
expecting no trouble.
"I've talked to Filipinos,
Hawaiians, people from Hong
Kong and Malaysia and
nobody's mentioned a boycott,"
Fr. Ryan said.
By the end of this quarter,Fr.
Ryan is requesting a recommendation from the Office of
Minority Affairs regarding the
direction of the office.
THERE are three directions
the office can take, Fr. Ryan
said. The first is that the Minority Affairs Office exists only to
provide services for "the
protectedminority," that is those
minorities that are recognizedby

[~

If you are interested
in teaching a course
in the S.U.
OPEN COLLEGE
this fall, leave your
name, address and
phone number at Bellarmine desk.
Deadline is October 3.

SCHOLARSHIPS |

Over $33,500,000 unclaimed scholarships, grants, aids, and
fellowships ranging from $50 to $10,000. Current list of these
sources researched and compiled as of September 5, 1975.

I

UNCLAIMED SCHOLARSHIPS
369 Allen Avenue, Portland, Maine 04103
D I am enclosing $12.95 plus $1.00 for postage and handling.
(Check or money order
no cash, please.)

|

—

ment."

Instructors Needed!

"|

$33,500,000

UNCLAIMED
I
■
|

the Federal governmentas financially or environmentally in need
of special help. Those students
would receive financial aid,
tutoring and academic and personal counseling.
The second direction would be
to provide Minority Affairs aid
to all minorities regardless of
their situation.
The third direction would be
to assimulate Minority Affairs
into the University, alleviating
the separate Minority Affairs
Office. In this situation there
would be faculty, administration
and staff distributed throughout
the campus who would be
responsive to the needs of the
minorities.
Fr.Ryan did not commit
himself to the direction he personally preferred, but he said he
hopes to have a more solid idea
by the end of the quarter.
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Orientation happenings shape impressions

THE COLONIAL GUARD and Fife and
Drum Corps were part of ROTC activities
near Pigott Building Monday afternoon.
ROTC also demonstrated rappelling down
Pigott and a band and singing group performed. The weather was perfect for the

occasion.

— photoby terry games

STUDENTS EXHUBERANCE went overboard at Farrell's night, held Monday evening in Bellarmine cafeteria. Always a
highlight of orientation, this year's night was
no exception as the Blue Banjo performed
and students had a chance to wolf down ice
cream and try on garters.

— photo by karen hignite

THEY MAY NOT show it, but these
students were dead-tired by the end of
Farrell's night. The combination of ice cream
and dancing is hard on everyone . . .

-photo by karen hignite
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Big city offers diverse sights, sounds, tastes
by John Sutherland

Welcome to Seattle! For S.U.
students from out of town and

those in-staters who never had a
chance tovisit the big city for any
length of time The Spectator
offers the followingguide to fun,
frolic and food.
Downtown offers a wide variety of things to do and see. The
hub of citydoings is at theSeattle
Center. Easiest way toget there is
to board a bus on Madison and
ride it to Fifth and Pine, where
the Monorail terminal stands.
The unique Monorail will rush
you to the Center, high above
traffic snarls.
AT THE Center there is a
choice of the Fun Forest amusement park, the Pacific Science
Center, the Art Museum
Pavilion, the opera house, the
repertory theatre, the symphony
orchestra, the Space Needle and
the Center House, which
highlights food and gifts from
around the world.
Homes of the pro basketball
Sonics and pro soccer Sounders

are also on the Center grounds.
Many concerts and exhibitions
are booked into the Coliseum
and Arena.
Pike Place Market, at the foot
of Pike Street, is something that
has to be seen tobelieve. An open
market where fresh produce, fish
and meat are available, the
market also attractsa wide variety of customers. Don't be surprised to see people of all ages,
manners of dress and occupations browsing through the
stalls. The market is within easy
busing distance, or an invigorating walk from S.U.
On the waterfront is a potpourri of import shops, seafood
eateries and assorted boatingopportunities. Just follow Madison
Street to its end to find this
tradition-filled area.
BEST OF the import shops is
Ye Olde Curiosity Shop which
has been around since 1899.
Curios, totem poles, shells, and
jewelry are among hundreds of
interesting items for sale.
Take a ride on the Washington

State Ferry system to Bainbridge
Island or Bremerton and watch
the sun set over the Olympics.
The ferries leave hourly. Also
available are cruises to Tillicum
Village on Blake Island for an
authentic Indian dinner or to
Victoria, 8.C., on the Princess
Marguerite. Call 322-6444 for
Tillicum Village information and
623-5560 for the B.C. cruise.
Another historical area of
Seattle is Pioneer Square.
Located between East Yesler
Way and South Main Street the
Square was formerly rundown
and inhabited only by local inebriates. A recent facelift has
brought about much remodeling
and many shops, restaurantsand
tourists to the area.
HIGHLIGHTS of the Square
include the Pioneer Square Wax
museum and underground tours
of Seattle as it was at the turn of
the century. Seattle police can
alsobefoundin the Squaregoing
about their duties dressed in
officers' garb of the early 1900s.
This area is also within close

Music, rappelling;1776
highlight ROTC show
ROTC cadets welcomed
freshmen and returningstudents
Monday during Freshman
Orientation. The day was comprised of a three-hour program
of activities, displays and exhibitions held infront ofthe S.U.
bookstore.
The Pathfinders Club, an out-

door adventure groupsponsored
by ROTC, openedactivities with
rappelling from 70-foot high
Pigott Hall.The Pathfindersalso
displayed hiking and climbing
gear, canoes, snowshoes, tents

and pictures from last year's
activities.
THE Chieftain rifle teamalso
displayed rifles and specialized
target shooting. The ROTC
"Cadet" newspaper was also exhibited. Music was provided by
the 9th Infantry Division Band
and chorus from FortLewis.The
U.S. Army Recruiting Command displayed a Bicentennial
float. In addition, free hot dogs
and cans of soda were served to
students, faculty andadministration.

The Colonial Guard Drill struments are a rudimentary
the S.U. Bicentennial rope-tension bass drum and two
ceremonial unit,exhibited Con- rope-tension snare drums.
tinental Army-style marching
and manual-of-arms.
ALL of the ROTC-sponsored
groups plan many activities for
UNIFORMS and ac- the year. The Pathfinders will be
coutrements of the Colonial mountain
hiking, bicycling,
Guard are patterned after the canoeing and snowshoeing. Also
uniform worn by members of included is a summer assualt on
George Washington's Com- Mt. Rainier. The Colonial
manders Guard. Historically this Guard and Colonial Fife and
unit was referred to as Drum Corps will participate in
"Washington's Guard." The parades,pageants and BicentenColonial Guard is armed with nial concerts scheduled in the
firing replicas of the French Pacific Northwest. Trips to drill
Charleville musket, model 1763, meets at Reno, Nevada and
which was a popular weapon Anaheim,California are also unduring the early stages of the der consideration.
The Rifle Team also will atRevolution.
The Colonial Fife and Drum tend firing meets in the Seattle
Corps also performed.The corps area and plans a number of outis a 12-member, 18th Century- of-town trips. The Cadet instyle marching band formed to tramural sports teams also exrepresent the University in up- pect an active sports year.
coming Bicentennial activities.
All in all,the day'sevents were
The fife section plays handmade quite successful and it is hoped
wooden fifes similar to those that it made freshman orientaused by Revolutionary War tion just a little more enjoyable
musicians. Percussion in- for the new freshmen.
Team,

Theta,

national women's
business fraternity.
Political groups include
Model United Nations, the
Political Union, Young
Democrats and Young
Republicans.
Opportunities to learn about
other cultures are offered
through many active ethnic
organizations. They include the
American Indian Club, the Black
Student Union, Kapatiran,
Organization of Arab Students,
Hui O Nani Hawaii and the
Chinese Student Association.
Outdoor-type clubs include
Hiyu Coolees, Pathfinders, Ski
CLUBS related to academic Club and Yacht Club which offer
interests also flourish. These a chance for hiking, skiing in the
groups include the Chemistry- mountains and boating in the
Physics Club, Electrical waterways on Washington.
Engineering Club, Education
Club, Mechanical Engineers
GREAT orators can join the
Club, Physics Club, Society for Forensics and DebateClub while
the Advancement of Manage- those with fine voices can try
ment (SAM), Marketing Club, singing with the A Cappella
Alpha Kappa Psi, men'sbusiness choir. Potential actors can get
fraternity, Beta Alpha Psi, parts in production stagedby the
national accounting honorary. fine arts department.
Pi Sigma Epsilon, national
Miscellaneous grops include
marketing fraternity and PhiChi the Ageis, S.U.s yearbook;

New laces receive
warm welcome (84°)
by Cathy Gaynor
New faces,
new school and —
—
for many a new city leads to
S.U. Orientation Week.

"Ask me! Ask me!" was the
first greeting seenon thebacks of
Orientation
Committee
members. White T-shirts were
seen for three days, lifting, pullingcarts, pointing out directions,
guiding luggage, leading campus tours, and doing numerous
errands to help new students
move into the dorms.
THE welcoming booth in
Bellarmine lobby, open from 8
a.m. to 9 p.m.gave new students
a starting point with a packet of
"goodies."
This handypacket contained a
new student orientation booklet,
student handbooks, tour maps,
Metro bus schedules, a fun book
of high spotsand ferry schedules
in King County.
Tickets for nine major events
and special meals were compressed into one multipurpose
ticket, saving paper and
eliminating confusion.
The orientation committee,
almost a large public relations
team for new students, helped
shape first impressions for
freshmen and transfer students
with its members and agenda.

The transition to S.U. was
earmarked on Sunday as "total
confusion,but coming off great,'
said Steve Jager,chairperson of
orientation.
One worker, Rob Dorkessaid:
Making new students feel
accepted isone of the purposes."
Members of orientation include Jim Ruff, welcoming

booth; Ann Parker, secretary;
Terry Ferreri,

activities night;
Maureen Haggerty, publicity;
Mike Brown, transportation;
Tim Brown, emcee.
PLANS

FOR

orientation

begansince April to accomodate
this week's onslaught of new

students.
Also doing their share ofwork
in the hectic week were the dorm
directors, Maureen McGloun
and Fr. Leonard F. Sitter, S.J.
There weremanyquestions for
the new year as students moved
into on-campus quarters.
"How do you get a room?"
"Can Ilive in the dorms evenif
Ihaven't registered?"
"Do you have a locker?"
"Do you have a seven-foot
mattress?"
"You have a smaller mattress?"
"Where's Pigott?"
"Where's Xavier?"
PROVISIONS were made for
Most students now are soak"townies" or off-campus ing in the "orientated" feeling
students. Townies were able to and settlinginto campuslife with
Dorm Council, which plans and live on-campus in Campion only a few more activities left of
coordinates dorm events; Towers for the week's activities. Orientation Week.
cheerleaders and yell kings, who
raise spirit for the athletic teams;
Colonial Guard, which performs
at athletic functionsand parades;
rifle club, radio club, which
operateslongdistance telephone
calls for students; and The Spectator, campus newspaper which
you are now reading.
Turning to sports, nearly
by Karen Glasscock
while waiting in themile long line
everything an S.U. student
As the new school year rolls at the bookstore or sandwiched
desires for physical recreation is
available. Intercollegiate and in- around, S.U. is once again bless- in the registration lines.
tramuralprograms areavailable. ed by the arrival of freshmen.
MEETING new roommates,
IN A FEW weeks, the
SOCCER, basketball, crew, struggling through registration, freshmen will not be so easily
baseball and tennis for menand fighting off homesickness, and recognized. Their faces will lose
gymnastics, basketball, tennis, worse, settling down to eating at their confused look. They will
swimming, volleyballand track Saga, leads them to the in- have acquainted themselves with
for women are available at the evitable question: What am 1 the campus and will not be condoing here?"
stantly referring to the "you are
intercollegiate level.
Commonly known as here" maps to find out where in
Intramural activities include
basketball, flag football, "freshmen-first-quarter blues," the world they are. Their
volleyball,badminton, table ten- this disease attacks everyone stomachs will have developed a
nis and softball for both sexes. without regard as to age, sex, cast-iron lining to protect them
With this list of over 50 ac- race, color or creed. Striking at from Saga. At long last they also
tivities or clubs, there should be random, this disease can hit will have developed a feeling of
at least one that each student while trying in vain to cram self-confidence which will help
finds to his liking. Don't be belongings into one-half of an themanswer theproverbial quesalready-crowded dorm room, tion: "What am I doing here?"
afraid to get involved.

Campus organizations offer
activities for everyone
by John Sutherland
Besides the large and varied
academic side of S.U. there is
also an equally rich and diverse
group ofclubs and organizations
for spare time. Everything from
debating to hiking is possible for
the energetic student.
Service groups on campus include Alpha Phi Omega and
Intercollegiate Knights, national
mens' service groups; I.K. Little
Sisters,
women's
service
organization; SPURS,
sophomore women's service
organization; and Students for
LIFE, a pro-life group.

busing distance of S.U.
Casa Filipina is located in the
For more information on ex- Sorrento Hotel, Madison and
act busing routes and times, the Terry. It'sopen Tuesday through
Seattle Metro Transit can be Sunday.
reached at 447-4800. Bus service
Four Seas Restaurant is
is free within the central down- designed in modern Chinese
town area.
decor and features Cantonese
Despite an abundance of dishes. It is at 714 So. King St.,
greasy spoon restaurants in the open daily.
immediate area, there are some
really fine eating establishments
THE GOLDEN Lion offers
in the Queen City. WARNING: gourmet cuisine served by
These are not cheap restaurants. candlelight. It's housed in the
If you want class ithas tobe paid Olympic Hotel, Fifth and Unfor. The standouts include iversity, Monday through SatBrasserie Pittsbourg, Casa urday are operating days.
Filipina, Four Seas Restaurant,
Latitude 47 features fine dinGolden Lion and Latitude 47.
ing over the water. Also enterBRASSERIE Pittsbourg is tainment and dancing seven
Seattle's oldest restaurant. Built nights a week. A varied menu is
in 1893 it still has original tin offered. Latitude 47 is at 1232
ceiling and tile floor. Flowers Westlake Aye. N.
This list is just a starter. There
and plants highlight the interior
decor. Located in Pioneer are many out-of-the-way places
Square at 602 Ist Aye., this you'll delight in discovering
French restaurant is open Mon- yourself, with a flavor and flair
all their own.Have fun discoverday through Saturday.
Casa Filipina offers authentic ing the place named after Chief
Philippine foods with touches of Sealth, chief of the Duwamish
Spain, the sea and the Far East. Indian tribe.

Anxiety, eagerness
highlight 'frosh blues'
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Curtis' Comer

O'Brien named intramural
head, plans definite changes

[Well

kids, here we are, back for onemore year in the lovely
U. community, nestled in the heart of that bustling
etropolis referred to as Seattle.
As you freshmen look out your dorm windows at those
vely views of houses and buildings, realizing your terrible
errors, take hope in the face that it looks worse when it's gray,
which it probably will be by the time this little ditty is
published. To all you upperclassmen, a hardy welcome back
and to all new students, my warmest greetings. Iexpect this
year to be real chipper, chipper.
Yes, gang I'm your friendly sports editor who, I'm sure
you'll come to know and love. My motto is: "Sports is life.
Always give 110 per cent and don't miss those extra points."

My outstanding qualities include matchless predictions,
brilliant insignt, keen objectivity, rapier-like wit and most of
all, a dedication to my paper. (I almost forgot my undying
serious outlook on all matters.)

MY FIRST BIT of advice about reading this column is

don't, which you probably won't after reading this anyway. My
second, if you are foolish enough to have kept reading, is
believe nothing that youmay happen to pick up inthe column.

probably a lie and if it isn't I've falsified what little truth
riginally existed in a quote or statement.
All seriousness aside,here is a briefintro to theS.U. sports

i's

;ene for

you newcomers and for any veterans who haven't

othered to find out yet.
"Seattle University is one of eight schools in the West
oast Athletic Conference. Other member schools include
oyola of L.A., Pepperdine,,Santa Clara,St. Mary's Universiy, University of Portland, University of Nevada-Reno and the
University of SanFrancisco. Students are admitted to allhome
ames uponpresentation of theiri.d. card. WCAC competition
ncludes home and home game play in basketball and spring
ournaments in golf and tennis. In each of these sports the
Chieftains fill out a full schedule against regional and national
ompetition. The Chieftains also compete regionally in crew
nd soccer."— S U 1975-76 student handbook.

..

AS YOU CAN SEE, originality isn't one of my strong
uits either. That fascinating paragraph left out the baseball
earn, which plays in the NOR-PAC league, there was probably
good reason for forgetting the team, as their season record
'as 12-30 and they were 5-19 in league play. Two of those
ames were won by forfeit.
Basketball is S.U.s biggest crowd drawer and is the only
■uly major sport in the school as far as attendance and spirit
o. S.U. has a fine basketball tradition, having produced such
otables as Elgin Baylor, Eddie Miles, John Tresvantand most
Frank Oleynick. The team is coached by Bill
)'Connor and plays a very major-college schedule. For
istance, they play UCLA this December.
Soccer is the big fall sport and this year's team should be
very good. They are returning almost all their starters and if
hey ever have a shot at winning their league, this is it. The
cam's stiffest competition will come from defending league
champ, Seattle Pacific, and the U.W. The team is fun to watch,
o go out to see them. They noticed a fan at one of their games
ast year and enjoyed playing for a big crowd. Maybe this year
we could even get 20-30 people out there. Support the team,
have a good time. Game locations and times will be in
he Spec.

I

lou'

IF YOU'RE INTO college football, you can see a Husky
:ame for around a buck-fifty with your i.d. Granted the seats
rent great, but the price is right. When the Sonics wing into
ction you've found the best buy in town. Students get half>rice on all tickets. You can get a good seat for two bills,an
xcellent seat for $3.50 and— my favorite— the decent seat fora
mck and a quarter. The Sonics are anexcellent teamto watch,
hey're young and agressive and pretty good.
The intramural program willoffer six sports this fall for all
i
us who can't quite make the intercollegiate scene. Flag
ootball is fun andall the other sports are new to the program,
o all you athletic supporters (haw, haw) should participate.
Well that wraps it up for sports fans, back next week with
nore gems for your fibulas, tibulas, ventricles and, of course,
he aortas.

WELCOME!
William L
Kludas

Insurance Consultant
Suite 1919 IBM Building
1200 sth Avenue
Seattle, WA 98101

On Campus Students
Have you registered for long distance telephone service yet? You are required to sign a
contract with the telephone company if you
want to make long distance calls.
Contact Pat Lopp, 6459.

by people whoshouldn't beinthe
gym.
A full slate of excellent intramural activities are planned
for this year. The Connolly
Center is an excellent facility if
properly run and the new intramural program certainly
appears to be well-organizedand
diversified to fit the needs of
everyone.
Beginning next week there will
be an intramural box in every
issue of The Spectator, giving
last week's results, the coming
week's schedule and something
THE PRESENT hallway new.
leading to the athletic departEVERY WEEK an athlete of
ment will be closed off except to
keyholders. A sidewalk will lead the week will be selected with a
around to the outside northwest brief writeup.
Sports are offered for both
corner of the building to a new
athletic department entrance. men and women. Badminton,
New 24-hour alarms will be in- table tennis and racquetball may
have coed divisions.
stalled on all doors.
Everything is there for you,so
Seattle Community students
no longer use the gym anytime. just read next week's intramural
The Boys' Club, although box for upcoming roster
welcome, will have set times to deadlines for the aforementioned
arrive and leave and will bemuch sports. The sooner the deadline,
the sooner we start playing, so
better supervised.
The Connolly Center's new get cooking on it. All that's
security eases worries about los- needed to make intramurals
ing your wallet or being hassled work is your participation. Doit.

renovation of the building is
scheduled.
The present entrance will be
changed completely. To gain admission in the future persons
must have an i.d. card. A revolving door operated by a person
sitting in a glass-enclosed office
will be the only entranceand exit
inthe building. Persons admitted
will receive apin which they must
wear at all times when in the
building. To leave, one must
show the pin to receive his i.d.
card back.

Booters to open play
Saturday vs. Loggers
The S.U. soccer team will
debut this Saturday at Lower
Woodland. The squad will face
the University of Puget Sound.
The game will start at 7 p.m. and
there is no admission charge.
Most of last year's team willbe
returning. It finished thirdin the
Northwest Collegiate Soccer
Conference last fall.
Co-captains for this seasonare
Steve Allen and Scott
Shoemaker. Other returnees include Tim Allen, Steve Anderson, Mike Bates, Pat Bates, Bill
Charters, , Dave Hammer, Pat
Benedict and Dan Dapper. Tim
Allen and Steve Anderson were
chosen to theall conference team
last year. The squad is coached
by Hugh McArdle.
The Northwest Conference
boasts last year's runner-up in
the NAIA tournament in Seattle
Pacific's team. They should be
tough again this year.
The University of Washington
is also another thorn in the
Chiefs side.
The conference has added
three new teams for this season:
The University of Oregon,

LATE?
TOO
... If

you missed your chance to enNot Really
roll for a military science course during
registration on Wednesday or Thursday you
can still pick up one of these if you LATE REGISTER before October 2nd.

...

MS 103A American Military History
FRESHMEN
0800-0850, Tues. & Thurs.
(2 credits)
SOPHOMORES .MS 200A Communications Skills
0800-0850, Mon. & Wed.
Development(2credits)
Stop
by
Military
the
Science Building
VETERANS
for information on special 2-year programs
leading to an officer's commission.
STUDENTS WHO ENROLL FOR ARMY ROTC are eligible to compete for three or two-year full-tuition
scholarships. Military Science classes can also be
taken as an overload at no additional tuition charge.
LAST CHANCE THIS QUARTER— Come to the Military
Science building before Thursday, 2 October, and ask
about late enrollment for Army ROTC. Or call 626-5775
and ask for
Captain Gordon Larson.
s*o

.
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ENRICH YOUR COLLEGE EXPERIENCE
WITH ARMY ROTC
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Tel.: 682-4574
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WANTED

A Guerilla Tactics Unit is being formed by Dan Covello, ASSU vice president for studentactivities. Covello's goal is to recapture
Bobo, a dangerous guerilla, who escaped from his cage on theroof o Bellarmine Hall. The first Guerilla Tactics meeting will be
held at noon Wednesday, second floor, Chieftain.

TACTIC PLANS
Tabard Inn nights: Bobo is a real swinger and likes to get involved with funky music.
Classical Film programs: Bobo has a touch of class andis a movie-goer. Some of his favorite movies are
"Planet of the Apes" and "King Kong", but he might be interested in a few
other classics.
Nite at the Horse Races: Bobo is a real gambler. It's a bet he'll win, place or show here.

Halloween Dance: Can't miss Bobo's disguise at this event.

Join the Guerilla Tactics Unit
For information call the ASSU office: 626-6815.

OVER $1,000
GIVE-AWAY

A general meeting will be held for
ALL campus clubs and organizations
at noon Tuesday, second floor, Chieftain.
Part of more than $1,000 will be
given to any campus club or
organization for any good activity
which would include all S.U.
students.
Winter Club Jamboree will also
be discussed.
The ASSU activities fund will
supply the money if the clubs and
organizations are willing to supply
the ideas and the manpower.
For further information contact
Dan Covello, ASSU vice president for
student activities, 626-6815.
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ASSU Presents

1W 5-ZC

Classical Film*

The Servant
October 1, 1975

M
January 7, 1976

Jules and Jim
October 15, 1975

Grand Illusion
January 21, 1976

The Seventh Seal
October 29, 1975

Winter Light
February 4, 1976

The Gold Rush
November 12, 1975

Rashomon
February 19, 1976

Black Orpheus
November 26, 1975

Citizen Kane
March 3, 1976

General Admission

$1.00

Season Ticket

$5.00

(includes passes to all 10 movies)

Each movie will be introduced by either Dr.Hamida Bosmajian,
assistantEnglish professor,or William Taylor, M.A.,associate English
professor. Following each film, a discussion will be led by eitherof
the two faculty members in the Tabard Inn.
Movies will beginon theassigneddateat 7 p.m. in Pigott Auditorium.
Allfilms wereobtained throughJANUS FILMS,INC-Seasonreservations may be made through the ASSU office, 2-4 p.m. daily.

Ostensibly a review
of E. C. Was Here
by John Wilson

Itis good news that Eric Clapton is back playing his electric
guitar. The operative word there
is electric. And by playing, I
don't mean that he is playing his
electric guitar like,he played his
electric guitar with Cream or
Blind Faith or the Dominoes; I
mean that when hehas to decide
whether topick upanacoustic or
an electric, he chooses the—electric. No more than that for
now. That is the goodnews. Both
461OceanBlvd.and There'sOne
InEvery Crowd might have been
deservingly subtitled 'The Somnambulent Eric Clapton.' On
both albums, he seemed determined one way or another to
make us forget that he had ever
slung anelectric solid body over
his shoulder. What little guitar
there was was mainly acoustic,
and usually drowns in the
murkiest of Tom Dowd mixes.
And —what the hell,nobody inhis
band heavy emphasis
— on the
possessive pronoun was going
to push him like a Jack Bruce or
a Duane Allman. Consequently,
and ironically. Clapton, rather
than explore new ground, was
forced to curtail his own style in
an effort to somehow fit in with
those around him. A vicious
circle, no?
WHICH LEADS me to confess that1 very nearlyskipped the
Seattle Clapton concert last
August 5. Ihad no desire to see
Clapton perform "Swing Low,
Sweet Chariot" live. But reports
trickled in from across thecountry and 1 ended up with a ticket
and Iwormed my way to within
ten feet of the stage because
becausepeople scrawled Clapton
is God in chalk and spray paint
and He knows what else in the
London subways for some
reason. And even if the guy
hasn't recorded jack in what?

...

four years? andeven if he's really
only just kicked and even if his
last two albums suck, Iowed it to
one of us to go look see.
On August sth in the
Coliseum, he wasn't that night
actually great. Foreverysong he
played there were two Iwanted.
No slide or dobre,no 'Badge' or
'Sunshine.' Just straight electric
blues, played with this effortless
grace that I have seen approached by Jerry Garcia but
matched by no one. His eyes
closed, his head turned left and
tilted back,pacing one step to the
beat. The shallows that his
fingers had worn stood out as
black shadows, moon craters,on
the pale wood of the guitar neck.
And yet for all the screams and
yells and applause, there was
something missing as he strolled
about the stage and shouted his
lines, andit's still missingon /■.'.C.
Was Here (RSO Records SO
4809).

COMPARE the two versions
of Billy Myles' 'Have You Ever
Loved A Woman,' the first on
Layla,—the newest on E.C. It is no
secret Clapton has admitted —as
much in numerous interviews
that the impetus for the entire
Layla album, an album of searing, painful blues in which the
music provides catharsis for the
confused hurtand shackled longing inside Clapton, was Clapton's lovefor the woman that, as
he sang in the first version of this
song, "all the time you know
belongs to your very best friend."
On Layla, the opening
' notes of
'Have You Ever . . hurt, as if
Clapton is playing at this pain,
fighting it, channeling his pain
into blind anger. His vocals,
while studio-enhanced,revealhis
agony.
Not on the E.C. version. Conspicuous in Seattle as she was
throughout the tour, the lady in
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arts & entertainment
"Love and Death"
It's no 'sleeper'

question, Patti (Mrs. George)
Harrison, could be seen standing
behind the stage left amps, smiling and talking with Clapton
between numbers: nobody's got
him on his knees now. It goes a
long way toexplainwhyClapton
by Joe Guppy
opened with 'Layla' which ashis
primaryobjectives of course,but
biggest hit made an obvious
Woody Allen's latest comedy, oftenone wonders just how lightchoice for encore material; "Love and Death" is the comly some of the philosophical
events being what they have edian's most
intellectual and — questions should be taken.
—
been, 'Layla' has become pretty perhaps funniest movie to About half-way through the
damn ironic. Guilt being a date. It is a fast and loose satire movie,Keaton and Allen set out
nuisance at best, Iguess that I'd of "War and Peace," yet people to assasinate Napoleonbefore he
totally unfamiliar with Tolstoy's can ravage mother Russia. In a
want to get it out ofthe way,too.
IDO not wish to press a case novel will enjoy the movie im- few scenes, as he stands over
Napoleon with a gun, Allen has
for the old dictum that onecan't mensely.
play the blues if one doesn't
This time out, Allen and his us faced with the old "kill one
know the blues (see the Bonzo perennial side-kick, Diane man and end the suffering of
Dog Band's musical question, Keaton, are Russian peasants millions" dilemma. The tension
'Can Blue Men Sing the during the Napoleonic wars. As is there and no answer is given.
WhitesT), but evena casual listen with all of Woody's comedies,
to E.C. WasHerereveals thelack the disjointed plot is used
IN "Love and Death"
of intensity that has previously primarily for setting up hilarious Woody gives a lot of time to his
characterized Clapton's most gags. In this film, Allen is draft- own monolouges, shoving his
successful recordings, Layla in ed, marries, duels, has a uh- expressive face into the
particular. In the midst of his tempestuous affair, and en- camera for five or sominutes at a
very successful tour, his first in counters deatha few times. Some time. He proves he is one of the
years, this lady now —waiting and great har-de-har-hars are the funniest comics of all time.
watching offstage all con- result.
At one point, rambling about
tribute to thetransformation ofa
What has always made Woody various sexual preferences, he
song like 'Have YouEver Loved Allen's comedies more satisfying
says, "and some men don't think
—
a Woman' from the icy pain of than many other movies Mcl about sex at all— they become
the Layla version to the warmly Brooks' works, for example— is lawyers." Another time he givea
secure, satisfied version on E.C.
their depth. Allen follows in the long and funny imitation of
The openingguitar licksare slop- great traditions of Charlie biblical writing.
py, almost exultantly sloppy, Chaplin and Buster Keaton
Occasionally jokes bomb, but
and Clapton's voice, once ex- where the beleageredhero elicits there is always a string of
pressive of his inner ache, now much more from the audience brilliant ones coming. A series of
shouts, almost gloating, as much than a string of belly laughs. clever puns on the titles of
aresult of the rigors of touring as Chaplin's "The Tramp," a very Dostoyevsky's writings raised
of his personal satisfaction. funny film, leaves a sense of nary a chuckle. Most of the
Clapton and George Terry share sadness.
audience didn't know what he
anice calland answer,but it's too
was talking about.
late, the balls have been lopped
ALLEN'S "Bananas" comoff of this tune. His smugchange bined some of the funniest gags
THREE fine things in the
in the lyrics tops it off: he sings oncelluloid with abitingsatirical movie deserve special mention:
"when all the time you know that attack on everything from Che Diane Keaton's comic touch
she belongs to
did I
mention Guevara and the radical chic to which gets better every movie,
any names?"
the CIA and the American the elaborate production Allen
THE BEST songs on E.C. are judicial system. "Play it Again uses and the cheap sight gags.
'Drifting Blues'and 'Farther On Sam"raised questions about sex- For example,Allen getting shot
Up the Road,' both pleasant, ual morality and the emascula- out of a cannon, reaches a new
both fun to listen to (why they tion of modern man.
levelof hilarity when slipped into
cut 'Drifting' after three plus
"Sleeper" is futuristic satire a crowded and elaborate battle
minutes I'll never know), but with many of the ideas of "1984" scene a la Cecil B. DeMille.
both finally empty and and "Brave New World."
This was the funniest Woody
motionless, as though Clapton "Everything You Wanted to Allen movie I've seen— which is
were drawing energy from some Know About Sex (but were saying a lot considering thecomreservoir of feeling that he just afraid to ask)"asks: "Why would petition.
couldn't quite
recall.
a fantastic comedian makea film
"Loveand Death"is playingat
THE TWO Blind Faith songs for mass consumption that is the Seventh Aye., Southcenter,
on the album are dismal. stuffed with nothing but juvenile Northgate and Bel-vue theaters
'Presence of the Lord,' choppy garage humor?" Sheep jokes
and slowed down, sorely missthe went out sophomore year.
But except for the failure of
energy of the wah-wah solo of
the original. 'Can't Find My Way EYWTKASBWATA, Allen has
Home' must make Steve always succeeded in putting
Winwood cringe, the vocals are depth and sophistication intohis
comedy. In "Love and Death,"
so poor.
Which leads me to this conclu- Allen's closet intellectualism
really comes out.
sion.
E. C.—Was Hereis by nomeans
—
COLLEGE CAMPUS
EARLY INthe film, Allenand
a great or even good album.
REPRESENTATIVE
Clapton's playing is a far cry Keaton have a series of hilarious
to sellBrand Name Stereo
Needed
from his earlier excellence and philosophical exchanges. It Components to Students at lowest
his vocals, always meager, are starts with a few stock one-liners prices. HI Commission, NO Investhere pathetic.
of the type found in philosophy ment required. Serious Inquiries
Clapton should drop his front classes every day. "If God didn't ONLY! FAD COMPONENTS,INC.20
man role, leave the vocals to exist, there could be no morali- Passaic Aye. Fairfield, New Jersey
07006.
someone capable, and get in with ty," Keaton tells Allen.
JERRY DIAMOND (201) 227-6814
Suddenly, they have both
some fellows where he is just (!)
the guitarist. His latest efforts are launched into a series of sidenot nearly the equal of his earlier splitting obfuscations submergbelts, bags, wallets, antique
works but at least he's back ed in the foggiest philosophese. Leather
and T-shirts. Buy direct from
buckles
Perfect.
playing electric blues. For now,
and pay LOWEST
Spoof and guffaws are Allen's manufacturer
that's all right.
prices. Wholesale prices also
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Classifieds

senate meets tonight
The first ASSU senate meeting is scheduled for 7 p.m.
tonight in the Chieftain conference room. On the agenda are
the 1975-76 priorities list, the senate-planning conference and
the HJR 19 campaign.

anR rated,rather kinky tale of survival
LQ/Jaf„.—,. 'A BOY AND HISDOG
»■■.DONJOHNSON SUSANNE BENTON « ALVY MOORE
», JASON ROBARDSI c0
w
1
n0helene winston

..... . .

1
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ma CHARLES McGRAW Produced by ALVY MOORE
Written (or the screen and Directed by LQ JONES
Based onthe award winning novella byHARLAN ELLISON
Music by TIM McINTIRE and JAIME MENDOZA-NAVA ■ Technicolors
ympuHWANCEstarts...
I NOONtADMrmmArrew
rrmasto mmsmw pwmw tub i
iw m 11
|

BIgBJS
DAILY at 7:15 and ft 10 P.M.
SATURDAY & SUNDAY at 2:00. 3:55. 5.50. 7:50. 9:45 P.M.
BARGAIN HOUR— SI.SO UNTIL 2:45 P.M.

literary mag

available for ambitious persons to
start their ownbusiness. Sell onor off
campus, proven success. Send 25*
lor catalogue. Request retail or
wholesale information. Write: NAI,

Dept. S., 600 B 25th St., Far
Rockaway, N.Y.11691.
Bach. apts. available. Completely
remodeled. Security system, wall-to-

Fragments, S.U.s literary magazine, is accepting poems wall carpeting, parking. Mm. Irom
and applications for editor. Come to the English department S.U. Adults, no pets. Ref. required
MA 2-5529.
office, second floor Marian.

mass of the holy spirit
The Mass of the Holy Spirit, held to invoke God's blessing
on the coming academic year, is at 11 a.m. today in the
Campion dining room. Fr. Charles Schmitz , S.J., director of
campus ministry is the principal celebrant. Thehomilist will be
Fr. Edmund Ryan, S.J., S.U. president.

PRE LAW and PRE-MED students,
sendlor booklets of all medical or all
law schools containing average,
minimum and recommended GPA,
LSAT and MCAT scores for 1976-77
admittance. Send $2.00 to Preprofessional Advisory, Box 13872,
Gainesville, Florida 32604.
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WANTED: Keyboard Artists
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THE SPECTATOR
desperately needs some enthusiastic keyboard artists for its new staff. If you get into the art of
fine writing we'd like to display your performance.

Call The Spectator office, 626-6850.
Superstar positions are wide open. Have you heard about these reporter groupies?
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